
NA Trading and Technology offers a broad selection of parts, 
supplies, and innovative solutions for today’s most popular 
copiers and multifunctional printers.

Each of our Canon products is engineered and 
manufactured to strict standards to ensure our partners 
the best possible experience. We offer a range of Canon 
compatables, so look to us for your parts and supplies.

SolutionS for Canon

Our Vendors
We carefully select our 

vendor partners we can 
supply you with products 

built with the best 
technology and materials.

Our Testing
Our products are tested until 

we’re sure they’ll meet or 
beat OEM performance, so 
every product will provide 

high performance and 
maximum profitability. 

Our Products
Our Six Sigma quality 

control philosophy stresses 
constant improvement, and 

the result is consistently 
low product failure rates. 

Our products work. Period.

DrumS anD Drum unitS
Only NA Trading and Technology 
remanufactures drum units in the USA, which 
results in unrivaled quality. So you’ll realize 
great savings while maintaining the yields and 
print quality you demand.

NATT #:  01069020
OEM #:  2776B004AA 

2777B004AA/ 2778B004AA 
2779B004AA

For use in:  
IRAC5030/ IRAC5035 
IRAC5045/ IRAC5051 
IRAC5235/ IRAC5240 
IRAC5250/ IRAC5255

GPR-30/31 Universal

NATT #:  01069045
OEM #: 6370B004AA
For use in: IRAC7260 
IRAC7270/ IRAC9270 
IRAC9280

GPR-46 Color Drum Unit



To learn more about NA Trading and Technology and our entire Canon product 
line, contact a product specialist or visit us online today.

800-231-8434   |   www.natrading.com

fixing film aSSemblieS

All brand names are for identification purposes only and are the property of their owners ©2018

NATT #:  01056000
OEM #:  FM3-5950-010
For use in:  
IRAC5030/ IRAC5035 
IRAC5045/ IRAC5051 
IRAC5235/ IRAC5240 
IRAC5250/ IRAC5255

The Fixing Film Assembly Rebuild Program 
offers the potential for massive savings. Our 
program works just like Canon’s, and the 
quality is top-notch. (We also offer a rebuild 
kit for the DIY crowd.)

Reduce your impact.
Recycle your cores.

NA Trading and Technology’s Recycle Program and Fixing Film 
Assembly Rebuild Program keep enormous amounts of e-waste 

out of landfills in communities like yours!

FM3-5950-010

toner
Our CMYK and monochrome toners for Canon are unrivaled for image quality, yields and value. 

GPR-31
GPR-53

Water toner bottleS
Our WTBs can have an immediate and continuous impact on your bottom line.

WT-202

WT-201 FM4-8400-010


